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1.1. Introduction 
Recently, neutral macroecological mod-

els have come into the focus of ecological interest. 

Although the application of neutral models has 

already a long tradition in genetics and evolution-

ary theory (Kimura 1985, Kimura et al. 1994) and 

were proposed by Caswell in 1976 for explaining 

basic patterns of community structure in ecology 

they received only few attention of the ecologists 

of that days. This little interest  is surely explained 

by the fact that the dominating paradigm of that 

days was that biotic interactions especially compe-

tition (even as a ghost of competition past) or pre-

dation (in the widest sense) shape local communi-

ties. Additionally, the focus of interest was the 

ecosystem with its local communities or guilds. 

This view changed with the rise of Macroecology, 

the ecological branch that deals with patterns 

above local scales, but also with the rising number 

of studies that denied the importance of competi-

tion and trophic relations.  

This paradigm change resulted at last in 

a renewed interest in neutral models. Especially the 

models proposed by Stephen Hubbell  (1997, 2001) 

and Graham Bell (2000, 2001) inspired ecologists 

and caused intensive work in the field (Whitfield 

2002).  

What are neutral ecological models? 

Shortly speaking these are models that treat species 

not as biological entities that interact but treat them 

as lottery balls without biotic interactions. Ecologi-

cal, especially macroecological, patterns are then 

generated from pure chance processes. Appealing 

are these models for ecologists because Hubbell 

and Bell were able to show that many ecological 

patterns that were earlier explained by biotic inter-

actions can be generated from neutral models with 

a very limited number of parameters. The most 

parsimonious versions require only birth and death 

rates and assume local saturation of individuals 

irrespective of species. Mathematically speaking, 

the neutral models of Bell and Hubbell treat local 

communities as zero sum multinomials driven by 

birth and death processes and allow for local immi-

gration and emigration to held the local individual 

number constant. 

The present program is an extension of 

the class of models Graham Bell (2001) intro-

duced. Starting point of these models is a meta-

community of S species and N individuals. These 
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metacommunity is divided into P local communities 

each of Si species and Ni individuals. The original 

version of Bell’s model assumed local saturation 

with individuals and fixed individuals numbers. The 

model starts from a metacommunity in which all 

species have identical individual numbers. In each 

step each local community loses d randomly chosen 

individuals (they die) irrespective of species and gain 

b randomly chosen ones (they are born). If d > b d-b 

individuals are allowed to immigrate from the meta-

community, if d < b b-d individuals emigrate. Local 

abundance (the total number of individuals) and 

metacommunity abundance are held constant.  

The model of Hubbell instead includes 

also random speciation events allowing therefore for 

a variation in total metacommunity species numbers. 

It is therefore also an evolutionary model. Neutral-

Com generates new species from a speciation prob-

ability parameter that tells how probable a certain 

individual (irrespective of species) mutates into a  

new species. The program models therefore a point 

mutation mode. The actual version of the model does 

not trace lineages allowing evolutionary pathways 

being studied. 

Bell (2001) and Hubbell (2001) were able 

to show that such a simple process is able to generate 

a series of basic ecological patterns with realistic 

parameter values. These include 

• Sigmoid shaped relative abundance 

distributions (frequency—rank 

order distributions) (Hubbell 2001) 

• Allometric species—area relations 

(Hubbell (2001) 

• Exponential abundance—range 

size relations (Hubbell 2001) 

• Similarity—distance relations 

(Condit et al. 2000, 2002). 

• Fractal and self-similar phyloge-

netic clade patterns (Hubbell 2001) 

• A fractal nature of biodiversity 

(Hubbell 2001) 

 

1.2 NeutralCom extensions of previous 

models 
The models of Hubbell and Bell have a 

series of shortcomings. They do not deal with body 

weight and community biomass related ecological 

patterns. These include especially density—body 

weight distributions (Gaston 1993, Currie and Fritz 

1993, Cyr et al. 1997), biomass—species diversity 

relations (Ulrich 2003), range size—body weight 
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Figure 1: Abundance – weight distributions (AWD) of 2 model communities with 200 species each and a 
SWD with a median of 8 and a variance of 2. A: abundances were assigned with random numbers on a loga-
rithmic scale; B: abundances resulted from random numbers on a linear scale.  
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relations (Ziv 2000), and species diversity—

productivity relations (Gaston 2000), and the study 

of succession.  

Additionally, they are static models inso-

far as they assume total individual numbers (at the 

local and the metacommunity scale) being fixed. At 

last, they do not include heterogeneity of habitat 

structures or resource distribution.  

The present program extends the models 

of Hubbell and Bell to include species body weights 

and habitat heterogeneity. In doing so it uses the 

patch occupancy module of PatchOccupancy, a pro-

gram designed by me do model classes of patch oc-

cupancy models (Ulrich 2002a). This program places 

individuals of species into the cells of a grid by a 

three step process. In a first step a species—body 

weight distribution is generated, the second step as-

signs species densities, and the third step places the 

individuals into the cells, where the cell properties 

can be varied to simulate a wide variety of heteroge-

neity patterns.  

Then the presents program models death, 

birth, immigration, emigration, and speciation pat-

terns according to the models of Bell and Hubbell. 

At last, NeutralCom returns again to the PatchOccu-

pancy kernel and samples the resulting grid accord-

ing to the wide possibilities this program offers.    

 

 

 

Figure 2: Abundance—weight distributions of three 
model assemblages generated by the three step method 
described in the text. We see that typical RADs appear 
that may be fitted by common models of relative abun-
dance. In this case the power fraction model of Tokeshi 
(1996) was used for fitting (using the program RAD, 
Ulrich 2002). The k-values refer to the shaping parame-
ter of this model. A power fraction model with k = 0.1 
would be similar to a canonical log-normal, k = 1.0 is 
nearly identical to a broken stick model. The AWD has 
a slope of –1, linear random numbers were used to as-
sign densities and model species body weights of the 
assemblages span over 3 to 30 binary weight classes.   
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Figure 3: A three step proc-
ess generates density—
weight distributions and 
also relative abundance 
distributions. In this process 
two basic body weight de-
pendent ecological distribu-
tions work together. In a 
first step a density—weight 
distribution is defined. A 
second step then assigns 
species from a given spe-
cies—weight distributions 
hypothetical body weights. 
Random density fluctua-
tions of these species to-
gether with an also given 
lower density limit result 
then in realistic RADs and 
DWDs.    
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2. Generating communities with the 

PatchOccupancy module 
Model species assemblages are generated 

using underlying relative abundance relationships 

(often log-normal or log-series models, May 1975, 

Leitner and Rosenzweig 1997, Wilson et al. 1998, 

Ulrich 2002b). The starting point of Hubbell is a log-

series. The Bell class of models however starts from 

a simple random distribution of abundances in the 

metacommunity.  

Real species assemblages are character-

ized by three basic features. They have a certain spe-

cies - weight distribution (SWD) [nearly always nor-

mal or log-normal (Novotny and Kindlmann 1996)] 

and an abundance - weight distribution (AWD; often 

also termed density—weight distribution DWD) with 

an upper boundary line (most often described by a 

power function), which has frequently - but not al-

ways - a triangular shape (Currie & Fritz 1993, Cur-

rie 1993, Ulrich 1999c). Thirdly, species do not have 

infinitely low densities, there is a lower density limit 

below which a species goes locally extinct.  

Therefore, NeutralCom first generates 

model communities (assemblages) from these three 

features. Firstly, a SWD is generated from three 

based input variables: the number of logarithmic 

body weight classes, the modal body weight class 

and the variance. SWDs can be defined as normal 

(input normal) or  as lognormal (input logn).  

In a next step a DWD has to be defined. 

Typical DWDs are power functions (input power) 

with a negative slope (Ulrich 1999c). NeutralCom, 

however, allows also other distributions to be com-

puted: a linear (input linear), a normal (normal), a 

lognormal (logn), or a random (rnd). The DWD has 

then to be defined by a slope (in the power or linear 

case) or by a mode and a 

variance (Fig. 1). To give all 

species initially equal densi-

ties a linear DWD with slope 

and variance zero have to be 

defined. A variance larger 

than zero assigns initial den-

sities from simple linear 

random numbers. Densities 

from random numbers at a 

log-scale are assigned from a 

power function DWD with 

slope 0 and  a variance lar-

ger than zero.  

In reality species 

with very high and very low 

densities are less often found 

than ones with intermediate 

abundances. Sometimes, low 

densities are more probable 

than high ones. To simulate 

such a pattern densities are 

either assigned by random 

fluctuations with log-

t ransformed dens i t i e s 

(resulting in a higher number 

of low density species) or 

using normally distributed 

random numbers (resulting 

in a higher number of inter-

mediate densities). Addition-

ally, simple linear random 

numbers can be used to as-

sign densities. An example 

of the resulting relative 

abundance distributions con-

Table 1:  The batch file Neutral.txt generated by NeutralCom. The file contains all 
the necessary parameter values to run the program. Other filenames are also al-
lowed, the input needs not to be formatted only the sequence of variables has to be 
kept. The number of input lines is unlimited. 
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tains Fig. 2. This Figure also shows that the assem-

blages have typical density-weight distributions 

(Currie 1993, Ulrich 2001). The main idea behind 

the whole process of assigning species densities is 

again exemplified in Fig. 3. 

However, it is also possible to run Neu-

tralCom either with real data about relative abun-

dances and species body weights or with theoretical 

distributions generated by other programs like RAD 

(Ulrich 2002b). By this way NeutralCom predicts 

future cell abundances and therefore patch occupan-

cies. It may be seen as an extension of existing soft-

ware for generating Markov chains (Hubbell 2001). 

In fact, every step of a neutral model is a special 

form of a Markov chain were transition probabilities 

result from the five basic model parameters (birth, 

death, immigration, emigration, and speciation 

rates). Future versions of the program will develop 

this feature iin more detail and will explicitly com-

pute transition probability matrices. It will also be 

able to read whole species x sites matrices .  

 

3. Running the program 
3.1. Computing a model assemblage 

After program start NeutralCom first asks 

‘What to do?’. You can either model and sample a 

predefined assemblage from the cells of a grid (see 

below) (input: s), or printing the basic batch file Neu-

tral.txt (Tab. 1) with which you can run NeutralCom 

(input: b).  

After the input s the program asks whether 

you want to specify the output filenames by adding 

endings to them. This option allows multiple pro-

gram run simultaneously. A simple Enter retains the 

output filenames.  

Then the program asks whether you want 

to print  the surface structure of the grid (see below). 
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Figure 4: Four possibilities how densities may be assigned. In case A variability is a linear random variable, 
that means all densities between an upper and a lower boundary are equally probable; In B log transformed 
random number are used that lead to a lower mean density; C and D equal A and B but normal random num-
bers are used leading to a situation that intermediate densities (either on a linear or on a log scale) are more 
probable. Given are in each case the associated mean m, the variance s2 and the coefficient of variation CV (s / 
m) as a measure of variability. Note that CV is always higher after log transformations. Normal distributed den-
sities around the mean reduce the value of CV. 
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If you answer yes NeutralCom will print the mean individual 

numbers per species that can be placed into the cells per placing 

step (see below). The respective output file is Grid.txt. Essen-

tially, the values printed reflect the grid surface structure.  

After the model option NeutralCom asks whether you 

want to run the program by hand or via a batch file. Table 1 

shows an example of this batch file that is printed by the pro-

gram. Batch files allow multiple modelling during one program 

run. 

To compute a model the following input options are 

needed:  

  Area and SampA: Define by this option a hypothetical 

area (the grid) in which the species occur. An input of a Area-

value i defines the area  i * i cells, an input of 10 defines there-

fore a grid of 100 cells. Sometimes it is convenient to sample not 

the whole grid but a predefined part of it. With the option SampA 

you define such a part (located randomly inside the total grid). 

For instance, if you defined the size of the grid with Area = 1000 

you can define an area to be sampled of SampA = 10.  The effect 

is that only from the cells from i =ran to ran + 10 and from j = 

ran to ran + 10 samples will be taken 

Species: Give the number of species of the assemblage. 

The maximum number is 1000. 

maxD: Here, you define the mean density per cells p1 

(this is the input value) of the most abundant species. The total 
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number of individuals of that species is calculated as 

maxD = p1*i*i. If you set maxD to zero densities are 

assigned so that the least abundant species will have 

exactly one individual. 

minD: Sets the mean density of the least 

abundant species. Together the above two values 

define the range of densities of the community. The 

input 0 sets the minimum density to 1 individual in 

the whole grid (minD = 1/(i*i).  

DWD: Here you define the type of the 

density—weight distribution (or abundance—weight 

distribution) that defines the upper range of possible 

densities for each species. NeutralCom can assign 

densities using five different types of models. Most 

often used (and most often found in nature) is a 

power function type of DWD (input: power). In this 

case the DWD is assumed to follow the a power 

function: D =maxD * W-z. You may also use a linear 

model (D = maxD – zW; input: linear), a normal 

model: D=maxD * exp(-(z - mean)2/2var); input: 

normal), a log-normal model (D=maxD * exp(-(ln(z) 

- mean)2/2var); input: logn), or a random model 

(D=maxD).  

The next two input variables define now 

the parameter values z and var. 

DWDmy: This is the input value for z. 

DWDStD: This is the input value for the 

standard deviation of the normal and log-normal 

model (var=StD2). 

Dfluc defines the type of random numbers 

by which densities are assigned. The input 0 lets the 

program using random numbers on a linear scale, the 

input 1 random numbers on a logarithmic scale and 

an input i between 0 and 1 causes the program to use 

for i% of species a logarithmic and for (100-i)% a 

linear scale.  

Flucmy: Random numbers used for den-

sity assignment may be linearly or normally distrib-

uted. The input 0 causes linear distributed random 

numbers, an input between 0 and 1 defines the mean 

of a normal distribution. 

FlucStD: the input 0 defines again linear 

random numbers. An input between 0 and 1 defines 

the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The 

above three input parameters define therefore four 

different types of randomness by which densities 

might be assigned: linear and normal distributed ran-

dom numbers either on a linear or on a logarithmic 

scale (Fig. 4). 

The next four input variables define the 

species— weight distribution: 

SWD defines the type of the species— 

weight distribution. You may either choose a normal 

distribution (over log2 body weight classes)(input: 

normal) or a log-normal distribution (input: logn). 

The species defined in Species are assigned hypo-

thetical body weights according to the distribution 

below defined by the three parameters Class, 

SWDmy, and SWDStD. 

Class defines the number of log2 body 

weight classes. 

SWDmy defines the mean of the SWD. 

SWDStD defines the standard deviation of 

the SWD. The species defined in Species are now 

assigned hypothetical body weights according to the 

above defined distribution. 

The above parameters fully define a model 

assemblage of S species and result in species rank 

order distributions of which three examples are 

shown in Fig. 2. 

 

3.2. The model run 

NeutralCom proceeds in a stepwise man-

ner. In a first step it adds a number b of individuals 

(irrespective of species) to the first cell of the grid as 

defined by the parameter birth (b = (ran * birth + 

birth) * density) where ran is a normal random num-

ber with mean 0 and variance 1. Density is the total 

number of individuals in that cell irrespective of spe-

cies. In a second step b individuals (irrespective of 
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species) are eliminated at random.  

Then, the program either allows for emi-

gration or for immigration defined by the parameter 

MigRa that give the fraction to individuals that will 

migrate. Single individuals immigrate from or emi-

grate to neighbouring cells by a chance process 

where the chance to come from or to go to a cell is 

distance dependent. Nearer cells have a greater 

chance to be affected. An Gaussian model of the 

form   

  
is used as the respective probability function where 

Norm is a normally distributed random number and 

disp the dispersal parameter. Target or source cells 

are then fulfilled by a death or birth process as be-

fore.   

Either the whole process is repeated until 

all cells have their initial species number (after the 

input value (Dfix=0). For values of DFix larger than 

zero this value defines the standard deviation of a 

normally distributed random number (ran) around 

the initial number of  individuals of the actual cell 

(celldensity). This standard deviation is given by 

ran*Dfix*celldensity. NeutralCom computes in this 

case after the birth and death process a new total 

density for the actual cell (but not for the above tar-

get or source cells for emigration and immigration). 

The whole process is step by step repeated 

for all cells of the grid. Therefore, larger grids with 

many species require extraordinary computing times. 

After each step the program adds new 

species according to the speciation probability de-

fined by SpecRate. It is the probability of a speci-

ation event per number of birth processes. SpecRate 

is a very sensitive parameter. Too low or too high 

rates immediately lead to unrealistic low or high 

speciation events.  

NeutralCom allows for two different 

modes of speciation, the point mutation mode (input 

SpecM = p) and the peripheral isolate mode (input 

SpecM = r).  

As shown by Hubbell (2001) under the 

point mutation mode are speciation probability and 

total metacommunity size N related  by   

 
with θ being the fundamental biodiversity number 

that approximates in the long run and for large N the 

α-diversity index. Therefore SpecRate should in 

most cases be adjusted to values that result in θ val-

ues between 1 and 1000. In the long run SpecRate 

and N fully define local and metacommunity struc-

ture.  

If you define SpecRate = 1 or larger the 

program keeps the initial species number constant 

adding after each step as many species as had been 

lost. 

With the parameter IndFac you define 

how often  the whole process is repeated.  IndFac is 

a real values with which the total number of indi-

viduals in the grid is multiplied. For instance, if you 

have 10000 individuals in the grid and define IndFac 

as 10 the whole process is repeated until 100000 

individuals were born, died, immigrated, or emi-

grated. 

 

3.3. Studying succession 

NeutralCom allows two types of succes-

sion to be studied (input: Succ = succ, main, or no). 

After the initial placing of all individuals into the 

*p Norm disp=

2
SpecRate

N
Θ

=

* Density Body weight (micoGr) Community A  

388 39.9 
229 7.1     
85         164 
  37       548.1 

0.57 5.7 
0.355 138.6 
0.28       7.9 
  0.25   163 
0.15       98.4 
  0.1 163 
0.055 391.6 

* Density Body weight (micoGr) Community B  

Table 2: An 
input file with 
data from two 
communi t ies . 
The first col-
umn has to con-
tain abundance 
data, the second 
can (but need 
not) contain 
species body 
weights. The 
file needs not to 
be formatted 
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Table 3: The output file Distribution.txt that shows the original community used or generated by the program. 
 Characteristics of whole community                

Areal Samp maxSa minSa Step- IndFac Met- Spe- maxD minD Dfluc Flucm Flu- DivInd Dfix Model Const Const TruncF 

5 3 9 9 1 10 all 20 2 0.04 0 0 0 sha 0  0 0 0 

DWD SWD Class SWDm
y 

SW-
Dvar 

DWD
my 

DWDv
ar Aggr Area-

Het FracM Scale1 Scale2 Birth Death Spec-
Rate 

Rnd-
Het 

Grid-
Het   

linear nor-
mal 30 15 2 0 0 0 0 rmd 2 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 rnd fix   

 No. of species per weight class                

1 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1         

SpeNo We-
ight Org.-Ind Ass-

Ind Family             

1 2 50 50 50 2 3             

2 4 50 50 50 3 1             

3 6 50 50 50 1 2             

4 8 50 50 50 5 3             

5 12 50 50 50 6 4             

6 16 50 50 50 1 1             

7 24 50 50 50 1 2             

8 32 50 50 50 3 3             

9 42.67 50 50 50 3 1             

10 53.33 50 50 50 5 2             

11 64 50 50 50 7 1             

12 96 50 50 50 2 3             

13 128 50 50 50 3 2             

14 192 50 50 50 2 1             

15 256 50 50 50 2 1             

16 384 50 50 50 1 1             

17 512 50 50 50 6 1             

18 1024 50 50 50 8 4             

19 2048 50 50 50 9 2             

20 0 0 0 0 4 1             
No. 
spe-
cies 

Ind. of 
Ass. 

Total 
biomass 

SD lb
(dens) 

RAD 
slope 

RAD 
Inter 

Diver-
sity 

Even-
ness Alpha Theta          

19 950 245200 0 0 -2.944 2.944 1 3.37 380          

Density Genus 
boundary  

grid the program clears one randomly chosen cell 

(’succ’) or clears the whole grid excpet the cell (1,1) 

(’main’) from which individuals now immigrate into 

the whole grid. By this way NeutralCom simulates a 

mainland island pattern. In the ‘succ’ model the pro-

gram will clear an additional cell after half of the pro-

gram run . For the cleared cells no zero sum game is 

played for immigration processes until the density in 

this cell reaches the initial density before clearing.  In 

the case of the island mainland pattern a third input 

file can contain the desired individuals numbers of the   

later matrix. Note that the cell (1,1) serves in thjs case 

as a controler. The number given there is a multiplier    

for the total number of individuals defined in the file 

of the relative abundances or computed by the pro-

gram. By this way you defined the total number of 

individuals in the later grid. Birth, death and emigra-

tion events are modelled as before. In the case of suc-

cession, the total individual number in the grid is 

Figure 7: Cells of a  grid with 20 * 20 cells may differ 
in the maximum number of individuals per species 
that can be placed in each step.   
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therefore at the end higher than at the beginning. The 

difference is approximately the mean cell density in 

the grid.  

3.4. Sampling individuals from a grid 

If you compute a model assemblage as 

described above or you took data from a real com-

munity (see below) you can spread the individuals of 

this community into a grid defined by Area. Then, 

you can take samples (sample units are most often 

whole cells of this grid or combinations of cells) and 

analyse the resulting patterns. NeutralCom offers a 

wide range of options to define the cell properties as 

well as the way of sampling. 

 

3.4.1 Defining the sample process 

To define the sample process five input 

parameters are necessary. The program samples 

whole sets of cells during one program run. So, you 

can define a whole sampling program at once. 

maxSa defines the maximum number of 

sample units to be sampled 

minSa defines the minimum number of 

sample units to be sampled 

StepSa defines the step width in the num-

ber of sample units to be sampled. For instance after 

the definition of maxSa=100, minSa=10 and 

StepSa=10 NeutralCom samples during one program 

run 10, 20, 30, 40,… 100 cells and analyses the re-

sulting patterns independently for each step (for 10 

cells, then for 20, for 30, and so on). 

Method: NeutralCom offers five basic 

methods of sampling the grid (Fig. 6): a nested de-

sign (input seq), an independent design (input: ind), 

and a dependent design (input: dep), a linear design 

(lin), and sampling of independent octaves (oct). In 

the cases of seq and ind maximum sample sizes 

(defined by maxSa) are in cases of too high input 

values adjusted to maximum possible sample sizes. 

Additionally, it is possible to define Method=all. In 

this case the program prints the whole sample area. 

3.4.2. Species spatial distribution patterns 

Species often occur in an aggregated man-

ner. NeutralCom simulates this behaviour with the 

input parameter Aggreg. As the input you have to 

give the number of individuals placed together. The 

actual number of individuals placed is then either 

this number (RndHet: fix) or a normally distributed 

random number with mean Aggreg and variance Ag-

greg (RndHet: rnd). The Aggreg value is typically 

similar to the value of the Lloyd index of mean 

crowding (see below) and realistic parameter values 

have therefore the same magnitude (0 to more than 

10). NeutralCom does not place all individuals of a 

species simultaneously during program run but 

places each individual or several individuals (as 

defined by Aggreg and RndHet, see below) se-

quentially. For instance, of a species with in total 

100 individuals and a value of Aggreg of 5 Neutral-

Com might place in the first step 6 individuals, in a 

second step 3, in a third step 5 and so on until all 

individuals are placed into cells of the grid. This 

allows a much more flexible treatment of the place-

ment process. 
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Figure 11: A relative abundance distribution (the blue 
data points stem from a Random fraction model of 100 
species) can be characterized by a linear regression 
through the middle ranking 50% of species in a semi- 
logarithmic plot (see Ulrich 2001b, c). NeutralCom 
computes the slope and the intercept of this regression. 
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Table 4: The output file Sample.txt shows the total sample as defined by maxSa. 

 Characteristics of total sample                

Areal Samp
-A maxSa minSa Step-

Sa IndFac Met-
hod 

Spe-
cies maxD minD Dfluc Flucm

y 
Flu-
cvar DivInd Dfix Model Const

=k 
Const

=X TruncF 

5 3 9 9 1 10 all 20 2 0.04 0 0 0 sha 0  0 0 0 

DWD SWD Class SWDm
y 

SW-
Dvar 

DWD
my 

DWDv
ar Aggr Area-

Het FracM Scale1 Scale2 Birth Death Spec-
Rate 

Rnd-
Het 

Grid-
Het   

linear nor-
mal 30 15 2 0 0 0 0 rmd 2 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 rnd fix   

SpeNo We-
ight Ind Density StDev log-

2Dens Lloyd Family          

1 2 14 1.5555 1.2570 0.637 1.01 50 2 3          

2 4 24 2.6666 1.825742 1.094 50 3 1          

3 6 13 1.4444 2.1659 0.531 2.556 50 1 2          

4 8 13 1.4444 0.9558 0.531 0.746 50 5 3          

5 12 13 1.4444 1.7069 0.531 1.704 50 6 4          

6 16 19 2.1111 1.4487 1.078 0.997 50 1 1          

7 24 21 2.3333 1.9436 1.222 1.265 50 1 2          

8 32 15 1.6666 2.2110 0.737 2.16 50 3 3          

9 42.67 12 1.3333 1.6329 0.415 1.75 50 3 1          

10 53.33 13 1.4444 0.9558 0.531 0.746 50 5 2          

11 64 16 1.7777 1.2272 0.83 0.914 50 7 1          

12 96 23 2.5555 1.3425 1.354 0.885 50 2 3          

13 128 11 1.2222 1.0304 0.29 0.893 50 3 2          

14 192 22 2.4444 2.0608 1.29 1.302 50 2 1          

15 256 9 1 1.4142 0 2 50 2 1          

16 384 27 3 1.6996 1.585 0.988 50 1 1          

17 512 21 2.3333 1.7638 1.222 1.143 50 6 1          

18 1024 20 2.2222 1.6850 1.152 1.125 50 8 4          

19 2048 4 0.4444 0.6849 -1.17 1.125 50 9 2          

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1          

21 1.14 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3          

22 162- 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1          

23 383- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2          

24 8.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2          

25 5245.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2          

26 1.04 1 0.1111 0.3142 -3.17 0 0 8 2          

27 570- 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 1          

28 145- 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 5          

29 266- 1 0.1111 0.3142 -3.17 0 0 4 3          

30 102.49 2 0.2222 0.4157 -2.17 0 0 3 2          

31 229- 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 4          

32 16.65 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 4          

33 657- 2 0.2222 0.4157 -2.17 0 0 9 1          

34 168- 1 0.1111 0.3142 -3.17 0 0 10 1          

35 10.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3          

36 1.11 2 0.2222 0.4157 -2.17 0 0 2 2          

37 636- 1 0.1111 0.3142 -3.17 0 0 5 1          

38 107- 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1          

39 282- 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 1          

40 465- 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1          

41 517- 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3          

42 8.91 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 4          

No. Ind. Total bio- SD lb RAD RAD Diver- Even- Alpha Theta Area         

26 320 145306.6 1.6552 -0.1213 -1.7394 2.9868 0.9167 6.69 380 9         

Density   Genus 
boundary 
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3.4.3. Defining the grid and cell properties 

Real habitats or local resource patches 

always differ more or less. For a realistic model dif-

ferences in cell features have therefore to be in-

cluded. NeutralCom offers for this task six options. 

 AreaHet defines the degree of heteroge-

neity of the grid. This means in this case the degree 

by which the cells of the grid differ. NeutralCom 

models this difference by the number of individuals 

N of a certain species that can be placed into one cell 

at each placing step. The actual number of individu-

als placed is then either this number (RndHet: fix) or 

a normally distributed random number with mean 

AreaHet and variance AreaHet (RndHet: rnd).  

You can choose whether the grids struc-

ture is identical for all species (Gridhet: fix) or 

whether the grid structure is computed anew for each 

species (GridHet: rnd). The latter option results in a 

certain randomization of total species spatial distri-

bution patterns.  

Fig. 7 shows a simple example from a 

grid of 20 * 20 cells and AreaHet = 10. The input 

value AreaHet = 0 gives all cells the same properties 

and one individual will be placed during each step if 

not otherwise defined by Aggreg and Range. 

PatchOccupancy is able to compute a 

wide range of different habitat types including fractal 

landscapes.  The latter can be computed in two dif-

ferent ways, by a superposition of trigonometric 

functions (FracM: super) or by random midpoint 

displacement (FracM: rmd).  

In the first case the basic computing pro-

cedure is a superposition process (Burrough 1983) 

that is similar to a discrete Fourier transformation 

(Hastings and Sugihara 1993). In this case this proc-

ess is based on a superposition of trigonometric func-

tions of the general form  

 
 In this equation x and y denote the 

coordinates of the grid, Areahet, scale1, and scale2 

( 1)

1
1

AreaHet cos( ) sin( )
scale1 scale2 scale2

k scale

k k k
i

x yN −
=

 = + 
 

∑

Table 5: Analysis.txt is an output file that gives basic features of the sampling process and computes additional 
statistics. 

First row: Area samples with 1,2,...n sample units 
Second row: No. species in exactly 1, 2...n sample units 
Third  row: Mean number of new species per sample unit 
Fourth row: Number of species found only in that sample (endemics) 
Fifth row: Cumulative number of new species per sample unit 
Sixth row: No. species of assemblage, No. species/unit area, No. species sampled, 
rel. species density (species per unit area /No. species in the assemblage), 
Bootstrap summand, total number of samples, Species found in exactly one and in two sample units 
Seventh row: SARS and EARS: SAR intercept, slope and variance explanation of the power function, and the exponential model, and the power function EAR 

Eight row: Variances of cell properties (ninth) and surface length (tenth) with increment (ruler length) of factor 2 (of the two diagonals of the grid) 
Ninth, tenth and eleventh row : Number of binary scaling classes, number of classes included in the regression, intercept of log(variance) - log(increment) plot, slope, fractal 
dimension, intercept of log(surface length) - log(ruler length) plot, slope, fractal dimension 

Areal SampA maxSa minSa StepSa IndFac Method Species maxD minD Dfluc Flucmy Flucvar DivInd Dfix Model Const= Const= TruncF 
5 3 9 9 1 10 all 20 2 0.04 0 0 0 sha 0  0 0 0 

DWD SWD Class SWDmy SWDvar DWDmy DWDvar Aggr Area-
Het 

FracM Scale1 Scale2 Birth Death Spec-
Rate 

RndHet GridHet   

linear normal 30 15 2 0 0 0 0 rmd 2 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 rnd fix   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12        

4 3 1 3 2 1 9 3 0           

13.9 5.1 2.1 1.1 1 0.6 0.5 0.6 1           

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0           

13.9 19 21.1 22.2 23.2 23.9 24.4 25 26           

19 13.9 26 0.7289 1.7 9 4 3            

14.944 0.26273 0.9496 14.72063 5.15273 0.98085 0 0 0           

1 1                  

0.0094 0.01642                  

0.4111 1.34337                  

3 2 0 0 2 0 0 1            
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are the parameters (see below), N is the number of 

individuals placed, and k(scale) the number of itera-

tions that depends on the grid size and the scaling 

factor scale1 (k = 2ln(Area)/ln(scale1).  

In the case of the random midpoint dis-

placement algorithm area sizes n are adjusted to val-

ues of 2n+1. Because this algorithm results in posi-

tive and negative values for landscape roughness 

values are shifted by value=value*3*scale1 + scale1.   

As in the previous method input parameters are 

Areahet, scale1, and scale2. Scale1 defines the frac-

tal dimension (2 ≤ scale1 ≤ 3) and is then transormed 

to the Hurst exponent by H = 3—D. Scale2 defines 

the variances of the random offset during the 

displacement procedure.    

Figure 9 shows the diagonal through a 

grid of 1,000,000 cells (Area = 1000) under three 

different magnifications generated by the superposi-

tion method. From the two diagonals of the grid Neu-

tralCom computes the fractal dimension of the grid 

from a semivariogram (Hurst 1951, Burrough 1983, 

Hastings and Sugihara 1993) that uses the relation 

between variance per distance h and distance   

 
H is the so-called Hurst exponent and the fractal di-

mension D is related to H by D = 2 - H.  

Additionally, D is computed from the 

ruler length method based on the relation  

 
AreaHet defines how many individuals 

are in the mean placed at each placing step and has 

to be a non-negative real number. An input of 0 re-

sults in a homogeneous grid.  

Scale1 and Scale2 are two positive pa-

rameters that define the structural properties of the 

grid. Setting Scale1 to 1 defines a non-fractal grid.   

RndHet defines whether at each step ex-

actly N individuals are placed (input: fix) or whether 

this number is a normally distributed random vari-

able with mean N and variance N.  

DivInd defines the diversity and evenness 

statistics NeutralCom uses. You may choose three 

diversity indices with it’s associated evenness meas-

ures:   

a) Shannon – Wiener (sha):  

  
b) Simpson (simp):   

 
c) Smith – Wilson (evar) (Smith and Wilson 1996):

 
Evar is equivalent to the arctan transformed Gaussian 

width. For these three indices the program gives also 

standard deviations obtained from the respective 

values of each replicate. Additionally, NeutralCom 

computes the α-diversity index (Magurran 1988, 

Rosenzweig 1995). 

If you compute species—area relations 

from a summation process of independent cells (the 

Method dep option; see Fig. 6) the outcome depends 

highly on the ordering of cells. To minimize this 

effect NeutralCom reshuffles the sampling order 20 

times. Colwell and Coddington (1994) showed that 

20 such reshufflings are sufficient to get stable SAR 

patterns. 

 

3.4.3. Taxonomic level 

NeutralCom offers a simple (and simpli-

fied) tool to study higher taxonomic levels. At the 

beginning each species is at random assigned to two 

taxonomic levels termed genus and family. During 

program run new species get then the taxonomic 

status of their progenitors. However, with the same  

probability as for the speciation events new taxa are 

generated.  

 

 

 

2( ) HVariance h h∝

1( ) DLength h h −∝

ln( ); / ln( )sha i i sha shaH p p E H S= − =∑

21 / ; /simp i simp simpH p E H S= =∑
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4. Using real communities for sampling 
NeutralCom is able to read extern files in 

the text-format that contain data about abundances 

and body weights (optional) of real communities. It 

also reads the Assemblage.txt file generated by the 

program RAD (Ulrich 2002b) that generates theoreti-

cal relative abundance distributions. NeutralCom 

asks at the beginning what type of file to be used. In 

the case of files other than Assemblage.txt the file 

has to contain a * as the first sign before the begin-

ning of the data. Because NeutralCom can run via a 

batch file an unlimited number of real community 

data can be processed during one program run. The 

data have to be sorted according to density!  

Table 2 shows an example of such a batch 

file. Note that body weights are later printed in the 

fixed format Fn.2. It is therefore recommended to 

use an appropriate unit of measurement for body 

weights.   

In Table 2 densities are given as numbers 

of individuals. However, NeutralCom does not know 

how density data are given. But, you can influence 

the way of data processing. If the first species in the 

list has a density equal to or above 1 NeutralCom 

assumes that the data are given as individuals. It then 

adjusts this density to the maximum defined by 

maxD. If the first species has a value below 1 Neu-

tralCom assumes that densities are given as relative 

densities. In this case the program first adjusts the 

data in such a way that the least abundant species has 

exactly 1 individual. In a next step these modified 

abundances are again adjusted according to the set-

tings in maxD. In the example of community A of 

Tab. 2 the first species has a density value D > 1. 

Given that you defined maxD as 10 individuals per 

cell and use a grid of 100 cells (Area = 10) total indi-

vidual numbers per species Si to be placed in the grid 

are computed from Si = Di*(100*10/D1). The first 

species gets therefore the individual number 1000, 

the second 590. If you want to use the individual 

numbers of the input file you have therefore to set 

maxD to D1/(Area*Area).  

In community B of Tab. 2 D1 is less than 

1. In this case all data are first divided through the 

density of the least abundant species DS. Total indi-

vidual numbers per species are therefore again com-

puted from  Si = Di*(100*10/D1). In our example the 

first species gets again 1000 and the second species 

623 individuals. The least abundant species gets 96 

individuals. If you want the least abundant species to 

have exactly 1 individual you would have to set 

maxD to 1/96 = 0.0104.  

 

5. The output files 
5.1. Distribution.txt 

NeutralCom generates 6 output files: Dis-

tribution.txt, Sample.txt, Cells.txt, Analysis.txt,  Suc-

cession.txt, and Grid.txt.  

Distribution.txt (Tab. 3) gives the original 

community used or generated by the program. Table 

3 shows an example of this file.  

The first five lines in this file show once 

again the input parameters. They contain four vari-

ables Model, Const=K, Const=X, and TruncF that 

refer to the case when the program uses a theoretical 

relative abundance distribution generated by the pro-

gram RAD (Ulrich 2002b).  

The next line contains the number of spe-

cies per log2 weight class. In this example 30 classes 

were defined, but for 20 species distributed accord-

ing to a normal species—body weight distribution 

with mean = 15 and a standard deviation of 1 only 11 

weight classes are possible.  

Then, NeutralCom gives the assigned 

body weights per species (Weight), the total number 

of individuals per species before placing them into 

the grid (OrigInd), the total number of individuals 

per species after placing (AssInd), and the theoretical 
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upper abundance limit per species as defined by the 

density—body weight distribution (Density bound-

ary). OrigInd is nearly always lower then the density 

boundary except in cases where the DWD model or 

the model used for density fluctuations had been a 

normal or a log-normal distribution.  

Note that OrigInd and AssInd sometimes 

differ. That means not all individuals could be placed 

into the grid due to the limitations set by the grid 

property parameters.   

Each species got originally a species num-

ber (SpeNo) with which it can be identified. Neutral-

Com does not sort the species list after placing and 

sampling. 

The last output lines contain some statis-

tics about the assemblage after placing. The first 

value is the number of species placed into the grid. 

This value is often smaller than the original species 

number of the community. Then comes the total 

number of individuals of the assemblage after plac-

ing. The product of individual number and species 

body weight gives the biomass. NeutralCom sums up 

these biomasses and prints the sum (Total biomass). 

In cases where no species biomasses are available a 

zero value is printed. 

The next output value is the Gaussian 

weight of the assemblage after placing (SD lb(dens). 

The Gaussian weight is the standard deviation of log2 

transformed densities of each species and a measure 

of community structure (see Sugihara 1980 and 

Tokeshi 1993). RADslope and RADinter give the 

slope and the intercept of the relative abundance 

distribution of the assemblage after placing (Ulrich 

2001b, c, 2002a)(Fig. 11).  

The next output values are a diversity and 

the accompanying evenness index (see above). At 

last the α-diversity index and Hubbell’s fundamental 

biodiversity number θ are printed. α is computed 

from   

 
with S being the total number of species and N the 

ln(1 )NS α
α

= +

Fig. 12: An example how NeutralCom computes species - area and endemics - area relations. Logarithmic and 
power function models are fitted to the data set. The four data points marked with circles are not included in the 
computation.  
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 Characteristics of whole community                

Areal SampA maxSa minSa StepSa IndFac Method Species maxD minD Dfluc Flucmy Flucvar DivInd Dfix Model Const= Const= TruncF 

5 3 9 9 1 10 all 20 2 0.04 0 0 0 sha 0  0 0 0 

DWD SWD Class SWDm SW- DWDm DWDva Aggr Area- FracM Scale1 Scale2 Birth Death Spec- Rnd- GridHet   

linear normal 30 15 2 0 0 0 0 rmd 2 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 rnd fix   
 Coordinates of Cells               

 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3          
 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3          

Species Data, each row is the sampling of one of the   20 species          
1 2 1 0 1 0 1 9 1 4          
2 2 0 1 0 0 1 3 3 2          
3 1 1 2 2 0 0 3 2 1          
4 2 3 2 2 0 3 1 1 3          
5 0 2 2 3 0 3 3 1 1          
6 0 1 4 3 0 4 3 1 2          
7 5 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 1          
8 2 2 5 2 0 1 5 3 0          
9 1 2 1 3 0 3 2 1 2          

10 1 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 3          
11 3 4 1 2 0 1 2 2 2          
12 3 2 0 1 0 3 3 3 2          
13 1 3 2 1 0 1 4 0 2          
14          
15 0 2 0 2 0 4 1 3 2          
16 5 2 1 3 0 4 2 1 2          
17 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 3 3          
18 3 2 1 2 0 1 1 2 0          
19 4 1 0 2 0 3 1 0 5          
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          
S 15 17 14 18 0 18 18 17 17          
N 36 31 25 37 0 38 49 32 38          

Alpha 9.66 15.44 13.14 13.83 0 13.38 10.27 14.72 11.82          
Cycle:     1 Individuals handled:      437           

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 7 1 4          
2 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 4          
3 2 0 2 2 0 0 4 1 1          
4 0 1 2          
5 1 2 3 2 1 2 6 2 1          
6 0 2 3 3 0 4 2 1 2          
7 6 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 1          
8 1 3 2 1 0 1 3 3 0          
9 1 2 1 3 0 4 2 1 3          

10 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 4          
11 2 2 1 4 0 1 3 1 0          
12 3 2 0 1 0 4 3 4 2          
13 1 3 3 1 0 1 4 0 2          
14 0 3 2 3 0 2 0 1 1          
15 0 2 0 1 0 6 1 3 2          
16 5 0 1 4 0 4 2 1 2          
17 1 0 2 1 0 0 4 3 3          
18 4 2 1 4 0 0 1 3 0          
19 4 1 0 1 0 2 2 0 4          
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          
S 15 15 14 18 1 14 17 17 16          
N 36 31 25 37 1 38 49 32 38          

Alpha 9.66 11.45 13.14 13.83 1000 8.01 9.23 14.72 10.42          

2 3 3 2 0 5 

0 1 1 3 0 2 0 1 1 

Table 6: The optional output file Succession.txt gives the whole sample matrix, the coordinates of the sampled 
cells and the numbers of individuals per sampled cell and per species at each stage of a successional process. 
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Table 7: The optional output file Cells.txt gives the whole sample matrix, the coordinates of the sampled cells 
and basic community statistics. 

Areal SampA maxSa minSa StepSa IndFac Method Species maxD minD Dfluc Flucmy Flucvar DivInd Dfix Model Const=
k 

Const=
X 

5 3 9 9 1 10 all 20 2 0.04 0 0 0 sha 0  0 0 

DWD SWD Class SWDm
y 

SW-
Dvar 

DWDm
y 

DWDva
r Aggr Area-

Het FracM Scale1 Scale2 Birth Death Spec-
Rate 

Rnd-
Het GridHet  

linear normal 30 15 2 0 0 0 0 rmd 2 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.2 rnd fix  

 Coordinates of Cells              

 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3         

 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3         

Births:         2253. Deaths:         2254. Immigr.:         854. Emigr.:         875.          

        

1 1 2 0 4 1 1 2 0 3         

2 4 4 3 1 5 5 1 1 0         

3 2 2 0 0 0 7 2 0 0         

4 0 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 2         

5 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 4 3         

6 0 3 2 4 0 4 2 3 1         

7 2 2 0 0 2 1 5 6 3         

8 1 0 0 1 3 0 7 0 3         

9 3 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 2         

10 1 0 2 3 1 2 2 2 0         

11 4 0 2 2 2 2 3 0 1         

12 4 1 3 3 2 4 2 0 4         

13 2 0 0 0 3 1 1 2 2         

Species Data, each row is the sampling of one of the   42 species  

TruncF 

0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14 1 6 1 5 2 0 4 0 3          

15 3 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 0          

16 5 0 4 5 2 2 4 4 1          

17 0 3 3 0 1 3 2 6 3          

18 0 0 3 5 3 4 1 1 3          

19 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2          

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

26 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0          

27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1          

30 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1          

31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

33 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0          

34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0          

35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

36 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

37 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0          

38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0          

S 16 11 11 13 16 14 19 11 17          

N 36 31 25 37 34 38 49 32 38          

Alpha 11.04 6.09 7.51 7.14 11.8 8.01 11.4 5.93 11.82          
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total individual number. Note that α should asymptoti-

cally be identical with θ.  

 
5.2. Sample.txt 

In the case of a sample 3 other files are 

printed. Sample.txt gives the basic features of the sam-

pled community. An example contains Tab. 4.  

Again the first four output lines contain the 

program settings.  Then, the program prints the species 

numbers (the same as in Table 3) and the body weights 

assigned by the program. Ind contains the total number 

of individuals found in all cells as defined by maxSa. 

Density gives the mean density per sample unit and 

StDev its standard deviation. The latter is only given in 

cases when Method is defined as dep.  Log2dens gives 

the logarithm (log2) of Density. Lloyd computes the 

Lloyd index of aggregation. This index is defined by

  

 
At last, the program gives the density 

boundary. This is the maximum number of individuals 

per sampling unit. 

At the end of the output NeutralCom gives 

the number of species and the number of individuals 

sampled, the total biomass of the sample [=Σ (Density 

* Weight)], the Gaussian weight, and the area sam-

pled. Diversity, Evenness, α, and θ refer to the diver-

sity statistics chosen. RAD slope and RAD intercept 

again refer to the regression line through the middle 

ranking 50% of species as explained in Figure 11. 

 

5.3. Analysis.txt 

The third basic output file is Analysis.txt 

(Tab. 5). Analysis.txt prints basic features and statistics 

of the sampling process. Again, at the beginning Neu-

tralCom prints the program settings. Then the program 

prints the area sampled with n sample units. In the 

case of Tab. 5 the maximum sample size was defined 

as 12 and the sample unit is 1, that means a single cell. 

The maximum area is therefore 12 cells, the last value 

in the respective line.  

The next lines print species numbers and 

some statistics of the sampling process. These are 

1. The number of species found in exactly 1, 2, … 

n sampling units  

2. The mean number of new species per sampling 

unit,  

3. The number of species found only in that sample 

(the endemic species) (this option refers only to the 

sampling methods oct and ind), and  

4. The total number of species found in the area 

given above. This latter line together with the area 

line, of course, define the species—area relationship. 

The next line gives 8 basic values:  

1. The number of species of the assemblage 

(assemblage refers always to the species actually 

placed into the grid),  

2. The mean number of species found per sampling 

unit at this step,  

3. The number of species found at this step,  

4. The relative species density. This is the mean num-

ber of species found per unit of area divided through 

the total number of species of the assemblage,  

5. The next value is the so called bootstrap summand, 

necessary to estimate species number via a bootstrap 

method. This value is defined as:  

2

2
1 1StDevL

DensityDensity
= − +

Cell 1. Diag 2. Diag 

1 4 4 

2 3 5 

3 2 7 

4 3 6 

5 2 4 

6 5 5 

7 7 2 

8 4 1 

9 1 3 

10 3 4 

Maximum number of individuals that can be placed into the cells of both 
grid diagonals at each placing step  

Table 8: The output file Grid.txt prints the maximum 
number of individuals to be placed at each placing 
step for both diagonals (1. Diag from 1,1 to area, 
area; 2. Diag from 1,area to area,1) 
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(Smith and van Belle 1984) with SS being the number 

of species found in n samples and pi its relative den-

sity.   

6. The total number of samples per step  

7. The number of species found in exactly 1 and 2 

samples.  

The next lines give the power function and 

the logarithmic type of species area—relationships as 

derived from each sample step. The first three values 

are the intercept, the slope, and the variance explana-

tion of the power function model, the next three values 

are the intercept, the factor, and again the variance 

explanation of the logarithmic SAR. Additionally, 

NeutralCom computes a so called endemics—area 

relation (EAR) (Fig. 12). The last three values of this 

line are the intercept, the slope and the variance expla-

nation of a power function EAR model. The input data 

are the values printed in the endemics line (Nr. 3 

above). All values refer to least square fits. Starting 

point for the computations is always the highest non-

zero sample (Fig. 12).  

The above values are given for each sample 

step. By this way NeutralCom allows an easy estimate 

of the sample effectiveness and how good for instance 

species numbers, diversities or SAR patterns are ap-

proximated by different sample sizes.  

At last, the program prints the distance h 

(measured as cells) of both grid diagonals , the associ-

ated variance in cell properties (to define a 

semivariogram), and the total surface length. The next 

line contains first the number of binary ruler length 

classes h and the number of ruler length classes used to 

computes the fractal dimension D. Because Neutral-

Com uses a superposition of trigonometric functions 

one grid might contain more than one scaling regions. 

Therefore, the program first looks for steps in the vari-

ance distribution and adjusts then the number of ruler 

length classes.  

The next values of this output line are, the 

intercept of the ln (variance) - ln (h) regression, the 

associated slope and the fractal dimension. Then fol-

low the intercept and the slope of the ln (surface 

length) - ln (h) regression and again the fractal dimen-

sion. In the case of Tab. 5 the grid is much too small to 

estimated fractal dimensions. In this case the program 

returns values of 1 and 2. In general, you will need 

grids of more than 1,000,000 cells for a sufficiently 

precise estimate of grid surface structure. Unfortu-

nately, such values result in extraordinary high com-

puting times. Note that sometimes computed fractal 

dimensions are outside the possible range. This hap-

pens when grid structures are chosen with either sym-

metrical features or several scaling regions.  It is there-

fore recommended to check grid structure using the 

output file Grid.txt that gives the cell properties of 

both diagonals.  

 

5.4. Succession.txt 

Succession.txt is an optional file and gives 

the numbers if individuals per species found in each 

sample (Tab. 6) after the placing process and at each 

stage of a successional process. The output shows at 

most 100 such successional processes regularly spaced    

over the whole process as defined by density and the 

number of cycles.  

Again, Succession.txt contains the program 

settings. If Method was defined as ‘dep’ it then gives 

the coordinates of the cells sampled. In the cases of 

Method = ‘seq’ and Method = ‘ind’ Succession.txt 

gives in this place the area sampled. The next lines 

contain the number of individuals per species and cell 

at the beginning of the process and at each succes-

sional stage. Additionally for each stage three basic 

measures of community structure are given, the num-

ber of species S, the number of individuals N, and the 

α-diversity index. Note that α is ∞ if S = N. In this 

case α is set to 1000. 

 

1
(1 )

SS
n

S i
i

bootstrap S p
=

= + −∑
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5.5 Cells.txt 

An additional optional file is Cells.txt. This 

file is identical to Succession.txt but shows the individ-

ual numbers after the model run (Tab. 7). Cells.txt and 

Succession.txt together allow therefore comparisons to 

be made about the effect of birth, death, immigration, 

emigration, and speciation on community structure. 

 

5.6 Grid.txt 

The last output file is Grid.txt. It gives the 

maximum number of individuals that can be placed (at 

each placing step) into the cells of both diagonals of 

the whole grid (Tab. 8). 

 

6. Some problems with this version 
The definition of large grids and larger spe-

cies numbers may result in extraordinary large com-

puting times. Define therefore these values not larger 

than necessary to solve a given problem. Care has to 

be taken that the initial program setting for the SWD 

and the DWD are realistic, Unrealistic settings result 

later in assemblage structures that have nothing in 

common with structures of real world communities. In 

a few cases, especially at low species or individual 

numbers, unrealistic initial settings force the program 

into runtime errors or endless loops.   

 

7. System requirements 
NeutralCom is written in FORTRAN 95 and 

runs under Windows 9.x, and XP. Computation abili-

ties are only limited by the computer’s memory.   

 

8. Citing NeutralCom 
NeutralCom is freeware but nevertheless if 

you use NeutralCom in scientific work you should cite 

NeutralCom as follows:  

Ulrich W. 2002 - NeutralCom – a FORTRAN program 
for generating neutral macroecological models - 
www.uni.torun.pl/~ulrichw  
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